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Presenter
Presentation Notes
David Wright (David.I.Wright@state.mn.us; 651-259-5155)Supervisor of the Lakes & Rivers Unit, EWR Division   I am a limnologist by training, have a PhD from the University of Kansas, spent about 10 years working at the Limnological Research Center at the University of MN before I started with the DNR in 1988.



Use SW Thresholds to regulate  
GW appropriations from lakes  

Key Statutes  
 

MS 103G.287 
• GW appropriations that will have negative impacts to SW subject to 

provisions of MS 103G.285 
 

MS 103G.285 
• Quantity threshold – ½ acre foot per acre of surface area 
• Establish Protection Elevation below which appropriation is not allowed 

o Aquatic plant habitat 
o Surface water recreational uses 
o Changes in basin shape 
 

MS 103G.261 
• Discourage appropriation and use in lakes < 500 acres in size 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Focus of this presentation: Explore using the surface-water thresholds in MS 103G.285 to regulate groundwater appropriations



Which lake types are most vulnerable? 
To a reduction inflow volume 
To a change in lake elevation 

Explore using available lake level data   

• Extensive records to draw from 
• Wide variation in water-level patterns  
• Watershed area : lake area ratio 
• Outflow type 
• Location of lake in state 
• Depth profile of lake (% < 15 feet deep)  
• Resources, uses and values 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because MS 103G.285 includes both a quantity limit and requires that a protection elevation be set, we wanted to examine what lake types are       1) likely to be most vulnerable to a change in inflow volume       2) likely to be most vulnerable to a change in lake elevationAs was the case that Ian Chisholm just presented for streams, and Doug Norris will present for wetlands, we felt it was important to first characterize the hydrologic patterns of lakes.  Data we have available are lake level records As Greg Kruse noted this morning, there is an extensive history of lake level readings to draw fromTopics that will be covered are listed



Lake Gages: 
> 500 

readings 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DNR’s dataset includes many lakes with over 500 readings that are broadly distributed across the state



Lake level patterns in MN                        
Which lake types are most vulnerable? 

• Extensive records to draw from 
• Wide variation in water-level patterns  

o Annual range of change  
o Range of change over multi-year intervals 
o Percent of time above runout elevation 

• Watershed area: lake area ratio 
• Outflow type 
• Location of lake in state 
• Depth profile of lake (% < 15 feet deep)  
• Resources, uses and values 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we look at lake-level patterns, wide variation is observed.  Important characteristics of water levels changes include how much change is typical within any given year, how much change is observed over multi-year periods, and how much of the time is the lake above its runout elevation.  



Lake Miltona, Douglas County 

Runout 

Lake “Runout” 
Elevation that water just starts flowing out of a lake 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Runout elevation – the lake level when surface water begins to flow out of the basin



Heron Lake (Jackson County) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An example:  45-year record of lake level changes for Heron Lake (Jackson Ct)Note     1) large changes in water levels within individual years, sometimes 4 or 5 feet;       2) multi-year periods when the water levels are higher and other multi-year periods when water levels are lower;       3) lake only occasionally drops below runout elevation



Ruth Lake (Crow Wing County) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ruth Lake (Crow Wing Ct) in contrast 1) within year changes in water level often small (1 – 2 feet or less), again large changes over multi-year timeframe,  lakes has been below runout elevation throughout the period of record



Comparing Heron & Ruth Lakes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Putting the lake level patterns on the same graph helps emphasize the breadth of responses observed; most MN lakes likely have patterns that fall between these two. 



Lake level patterns in MN                        
Which lake types are most vulnerable? 

• Extensive records to draw from 
• Wide variation in water-level patterns  
• Watershed area: lake area ratio 
• Outflow type 
• Location of lake in state 
• Depth profile of lake (% < 15 feet deep)  
• Resources, uses and values 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A key factor that influences water level patterns is the ratio between the size of the lake and the size of its watershedWhy?  Because in general that size of the watershed influence that amount of water that flows into a lake



Watershed Size (acres): 30,000    20,200 
Lake Size (acres):           690                                                                     8,370 
W’shed : lake area ratio:    43 : 1                                                                    2.4 : 1 
Maximum lake depth (ft):         63                                                                         104 
% Littoral:                                                  33                                                                           47 

Pelican Lake 

Ossawinnamakee Lake 

Watershed area to lake area ratio 
(Two deep lakes) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An example for two adjacent deep lakes.  Pelican, a large lake with a small watershed (Pelican Lake ratio is 2.4:1) that flows into Ossawinnamakee.  Ossawsinnamakee is a smaller lake with a much larger watershed (watershed:lake ratio is 43:1)



Recorded Lake Levels – 2 deep lakes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even though these two lakes are side-by-side and experience similar weather patterns, different lake-level patterns observedOssawinnamakee (the blue line) – always above runout elevation,  annual variation in lake level not large (about a foot or less), water level shows little change between mid-1990s and currentPelican (the red line) – water level below runoff much of the time.  Annual variation also not large (about a foot or less), and multi-year ups and downs evident



Water level is at or above runout 25% of time 

Water level is 1.0 foot or more above runout  10% of time   

Lake Level Exceedance – 2 deep lakes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lake level frequency curves are one way to compare and contrast lake level patterns between lakes, like flow frequency curve can be used to compare and contrast stream flow patterns.  (NOTE – scale is linear vs. log for stream hydrographs)We have plotted this type of graph for dozens of MN lakes – general pattern the sameWhat does graph show – the percent of time that lake was at or above a particular water level.Key attributes       1) range of elevation change (a few feet of more) – how much change is there from high to low      2) % of lake level readings above runout elevation      3) “flatness” of curve – flatter curve indicates more stable lake level patternIn graph shown,  Ossawinnamakee always above runout; range between high and low < 2.0 feet (lake level frequency plot “flatter”).  Pelican, often below runout (75% of time), range between high and low about 3.0 ft.



Watershed Size (acres): 284,000    1,750 
Lake Size (acres):       8,000                                                                    271 
W’shed : lake area ratio:       36 : 1                                                                  5 : 1 
Maximum lake depth (ft):               5                                                                     13 
% Littoral:                                                  100                                                                    100 

                  Heron Lake (Jackson County)                       Long Lake (Watonwan County) 

Watershed area to lake area ratio 
(Two shallow lakes) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an example of two shallow lakes.  Heron Lake, in Jackson Ct, has a large watershed, about 36 times larger than the size of the lake.  We looked at its lake-level record before.  Long Lake, in Watonwan Ct, in contrast has a watershed that is about 5 times larger than the lakes.  



Recorded Lake Levels – 2 shallow lakes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Importance of watershed size:  1) all else being equal, the larger the watershed, the more surface water tends to drain into the lake.  More water means that the lake tends to remain “full” more of the time and discharge water downstream.  When it rains heavily or there is a large snowpack, lakes with larger watersheds may show a larger increase or “bounce” in water levels



Lake Level Exceedance – 2 shallow lakes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heron Lake:  lake level variable, total range about 9 feet;  85% of time above runoutLong Lake:  curve much “flatter” - 90% of time within a 1.5 foot range; about 50 % of time lake level below runout Also important to note point on graph that line crosses the corresponding runout elevation, i.e., “0” lineHeron Lake below runout approximately 10% of timeLong Lake below runout approximately 50% of time.



Lake level patterns in MN                        
Which lake types are most vulnerable? 

• Extensive records to draw from 
• Wide variation in water-level patterns 
• Watershed area: lake area ratio 
• Outflow type (a summary of 1350 lakes) 

o Frequent (mean lake level > runout elevation) – 49% 
o Infrequent (mean lake level < runout elevation) – 26% 
o Unknown/mixed – 25%  

• Location of lake in state 
• Depth profile of lake (% < 15 feet deep)  
• Resource, uses and values 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DNR did an analysis of lakes in MN with at least 100 lake level readings and 10 years of data; 1350 lakes in total.  Found that roughly ½ the lakes had an average lake level that was above the runout = “frequent” outflow typeRoughly ¼ had an average lake level that was below the runout elevation = “infrequent” outflow type.  Roughly ¼ unknown (no runout elevation available) or mixed  



Infrequent Surface Outflow 
Mean lake level < runout 

Mean lake level  > runout  
Frequent Surface Outflow 

Outflow type 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lake level frequency curves for lakes in the Frequent Surface Outflow and Infrequent Surface Outflow groups
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why is outflow type important?  Ideal, would like to know how much water is flowing into/through lake.  Compare that volume to the amount of water proposed for appropriationLake level data do not, in and of themselves, provide an indication of the amount of water flowing into or through a lake.  However, it stands to reason that “headwater” lakes (those with smaller watersheds) will generally have a smaller amount of water flowing through that system compared to a “flow through” lake located much farther down the water course.Pelican Lake on the Pelican River in Otter Tail County is representative of a “flow through” lake.  This left hand graph shows that on average one year out of two (the blue bar), the estimated volume of water flowing over its outlet dam, May through July, is over 6 feet of equivalent water on the lake surface.  Even relatively dry years, i.e., the 90% equivalent or yellow bar, suggest the three month volume of flow is equivalent to 3 feet of water on the lake surface.Madison Lake to the right is similar to many headwater lakes.  One year in two (the blue bar), a volume of water equivalent to 1.5 feet on the lake surface flows out during May through July.  However, one year in four on average (the purple bar), there is essentially no water flowing out of the lake during those three months.  The challenge for our deliberation for Madison and similar lakes … if 6” or however much is effectively removed from the lake via surface or GW appropriation, there is no guarantee that volume will be replaced during the following year’s spring runoff. 



Lake level patterns in MN                        
Which lake types are most vulnerable? 

• Extensive records to draw from 
• Wide variation in water-level patterns 
• Watershed area: lake area 
• Outflow type 
• Location of lake in state  

o Central Groundwater Province (Province 4) 
o GW use intensity estimated to identify at risk lakes 
o Most lakes with high GW use intensity < 100 acres in size 

• Depth profile of lake (% < 15 feet deep)  
• Resources, uses and values 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As Greg Spoden emphasized this morning – climatic conditions vary substantially across MNLikewise, we know that lake size, shape, and abundance varies across the state.  DNR was interested in looking at areas where significant GW pumping was occurring, what types of lakes are present in the landscape, and their proximity to GW wells DNR conducted an initial risk assessment based the number and proximity of GW wells 



 
4 -  Central Province 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most of the state’s irrigators are in this province where laterally extensive sand plains are common



Presenter
Presentation Notes
An example of what was done - Pope County:The small dots identical existing water appropriation permits.   Location of Protected Waters are shown in blue.  The darker the shading of the lake polygons, the greater the likelihood that the cumulative “intensity of use” of water appropriation will equal or exceed the current maximum allowed withdrawal from a given lake – ½ acre foot per acre (M.S. 103G.285).  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on the initial intensity of use analysis, about 280 public water basins were identified as having sizeable GW pumping interaction, potentially exceeding current ½ acre foot per acre of lake basin surface area quantity threshold.  Many of those lake were small (lake size categories, up to 10 acres, 10 – 15 acres, 15 – 20 acres, etc).  Key observation, roughly 80% of the highest risk lakes were 100 acres in size or less.  Almost all lakes were below the 500 acre size threshold where MS103G.261 says appropriation and use of surface waters are to be discouraged.



Lake level patterns in MN                        
Which lake types are most vulnerable? 

• Extensive records to draw from 
• Wide variation in water-level patterns 
• Watershed area: lake area ratio 
• Outflow type 
• Location of lake in state 
• Depth profile of lake (% < 15 feet deep)  

o Shallow lakes (100% < or = 15 feet deep) 
o Deep lakes (portion of lake > 15 feet deep) 

• Resources, uses and values 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also important to consider the depth profile of the lake basin.  Is the lake a broad shallow bowl or a deeper basin?  The DNR differentiates between “shallow” lakes, those that don’t exceed 15 feet in depth vs. “deep” lakes.



Shallow Lakes 

Deep Lakes 

Shallow Lakes vs. Deep Lakes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a substantial body of science that describes ecological differences between shallow lakes and deep lakes Deep Lakes – thermally stratify and include deep-water areas where light doesn’t penetrate sufficiently to allow rooted plant growthShallow lakes (less than 15 ft. deep); light has potential to penetrate to the bottom, allowing rooted plant growth throughout  KEY CONSIDERATION: How does surface area of basin change as water levels fluctuateShallow lakes – because the lake bottom tends to be broad and shallow, their size (surface area) can change more substantially in response to increases or decreases in water levels



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Important to note that broad and gently-sloped nearshore areas are not limited to shallow lakes, they can occur on deep lakes as well.  Both nearshore aquatic habitat and surface water recreational use can be impacted as water levels change.



Lake level patterns in MN                        
which lake types are most vulnerable? 

  

Shallow Lakes 
 

Deep Lakes 

 

Frequent 
Surface Outflow 

 

Moderate 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
General model of risk from water level changes; lakes in the frequent outflow group (both shallow and deep) are at lower risk, they receive proportionally more surface water inflow and are less likely to be impacted by a reduction in water availability due to GW pumping.  Lakes in the infrequent outflow group are at higher risk.  Their surface level is often below the runout elevation and reductions in water availability will directly impact lake levels.  Shallow lakes tend to be more susceptible than deep lakes because the bottom is gently sloped; relatively modest increases or decreases in water levels can translate into large changes in the size of the lake basin. 



Lake level patterns in MN                        
Which lake types are most vulnerable? 

• Extensive records to draw from 
• Wide variation in water-level patterns  
• Watershed area: lake area ratio 
• Outflow type 
• Location of lake in state 
• Depth profile of lake (% < 15 feet deep)  
• Resources, uses and values (M.S. 103G.285) 

o Aquatic plant habitat for fish & wildlife 
o Surface water recreational uses 
o Changes in basin shape  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, how we use MN lakes and the natural resource values associated with them vary from lake to lake.  MS103G.285  identifies some key criteria that need to be considered.  How to incorporate lake-specific information on resources uses is a key need.     



Using SW Thresholds to regulate  
GW appropriations from lakes  

Surface Water  
MS 103G.287 
• GW appropriations that will have 

negative impacts to SW subject to 
provisions of MS 103G. 285 

MS 103G.285 
• Quantity threshold – ½ acre foot 

per acre of surface area 
• Establish Protection Elevation 

below which appropriation is not 
allowed 
o Aquatic plant habitat 
o Surface water recreational uses 
o Changes in basin shape 

MS 103G.261 
• Discourage appropriation and use 

in lakes < 500 acres in size 

Ground Water (an option) 
• Use ground-water models to 

estimate quantity of lake water 
appropriated – compare to ½ acre 
foot per acre threshold 
 
 

• DNR would set protection 
elevations on a lake-by-lake basis 
o Vary by outflow type? 
o Vary based on shallow vs. deep  

depth status? 
o Vary based on predominant uses? 

 

• Need to clarify how appropriations 
are modified if lake level is below 
protection elevation 
 

• Population of lakes currently in 
close proximity to GW wells are 
predominantly < 500 acres in size  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A potential framework and key questions if surface water thresholds in MS 103G.285 were used to regulate groundwater appropriations
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